ATV Trivia

Targeted Age: Middle school and above

Trivia questions and answers can be used many ways in an ATV safety program.

Here are a few ideas:

- Have each participant write down his or her responses and see who gets the most answers correct. This could be done as an opening activity or as a final assessment.
- Divide the group into teams and compete like a quiz bowl. Encourage group discussion or have each person take a turn at answering.
- Ask the questions sporadically during the program giving rewards such as candy for correct answers.
- Many of the answers are numerical. With these questions use a higher-lower response until the answer is correct.
- Using a tic-tac-toe format, compete with two participants, placing an X and O when each gives a correct answer. Like Hollywood Squares, nine people sitting in a square agreeing or disagreeing with responses will add excitement.

Answers to the questions may be updated as new information, technology, and statistics change. Add additional questions used within your specific program.

1. Q: What country first developed ATVs?
   A: Japan

2. Q: What size ATV is recommended by for an age 13 youth?
   A: Between 70cc and 90cc.

3. Q: At what age is a person considered an adult capable of riding an adult sized ATV?
   A: 16

4. Q: What engine size is considered an adult sized ATV?
   A: 90cc and more

5. Q: What percent of youth under the age of 16 injured on an ATV were operating a machine larger than recommended for them?
   A: 97%

6. Q: What percent of ATV drivers have taken an organized training program from a certified instructor, dealer, or salesperson?
   A: 7%

7. Q: ATV tires use (low or high) air pressure tires?
   A: Low

8. Q: How many inches clearance should be between an ATV seat and your inseam while standing up on the footpegs?
   A: 3 to 6 inches

9. Q: How much does a 500cc ATV weigh?
   A: As much as 600 pounds

10. Q: What year were 3-wheelers taken out of production?
    A: 1988

11. Add your own questions related to your specific program.